A fruit in the hand or two in the bush? Divergent risk preferences in chimpanzees and bonobos
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Abstract

Human and non-human animals tend to avoid risky prospects. If such patterns of economic choice are adaptive, risk preferences should reflect the typical decision-making environments faced by organisms. However, this approach has not been widely used to examine the risk sensitivity in closely related species with different ecologies. Here, we experimentally examined risk-sensitive behaviour in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and bonobos (Pan paniscus), closely related species whose distinct ecologies are thought to be the major selective force shaping their unique behavioural repertoires. Because chimpanzees exploit riskier food sources in the wild, we predicted that they would exhibit greater tolerance for risk in choices about food. Results confirmed this prediction: chimpanzees significantly preferred the risky option, whereas bonobos preferred the fixed option. These results provide a relatively rare example of risk-prone behaviour in the context of gains and show how ecological pressures can sculpt economic decision making.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Animals face risk on a daily basis in contexts ranging from food acquisition to predator avoidance; thus, natural selection probably favours decision mechanisms that cope with this feature of the environment. Numerous studies have established that humans are generally risk averse for gains (preferring a safer option to a risky one) and risk seeking (risk prone) for losses (preferring a risky option to a safe one; Tversky & Kahneman 1981). A wide variety of studies (Kacelnik & Bateson 1996) indicate that non-human animals show similar patterns of risk sensitivity: species of insects, birds and mammals range from risk neutral to risk averse when making decisions about amounts of food, but are risk seeking towards delays in receiving food. Such strong phylogenetic continuity in economic preferences suggests that these strategies obey a ‘common fundamental principle’ across taxa (Marsh & Kacelnik 2002), representing a generally adaptive strategy for foraging animals.

Animal risk preferences are certainly not, however, invariant—they shift under altered energy budgets and food availability (Caraco 1981; Gilby & Wrangham 2007), as well as when the riskier option is not particularly costly to acquire (Hayden & Platt 2007). This variability implies that animals may adaptively adjust their strategies to local environmental conditions, making ‘ecologically rational’ decisions (Gigerenzer et al. 1999). Furthermore, previous studies (Platt et al. 1996; Stevens et al. 2005a,b) have suggested a relationship between foraging ecology and specific cognitive mechanisms. Nonetheless, we currently have little understanding of whether many of the observed interspecies differences in risk preferences reflect differences in task demands (Macpail 1982), or whether they vary in predictable ways according to species-specific ecological conditions (Harvey & Clutton-Brock 1985). Here, we test the hypothesis that feeding ecology has shaped risk preferences in chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) and bonobos (Pan paniscus). Chimpanzees and bonobos are closely related phylogenetically, yet they differ in fundamental ways in their social and foraging behaviours.

Chimpanzees and bonobos diverged from a common ancestor less than one million years ago (Won & Hey 2005). They share many morphological and behavioural characteristics, including body size and appearance, complex multi-male, multi-female societies, and male philopatry (Kano 1992). However, the current research suggests that chimpanzees and bonobos exhibit large differences in dominance structure, sexual behaviour and aggression (Wrangham & Peterson 1996; but see Stanford 1998). As the two species live in geographically distinct areas (Kano 1992; Boesch et al. 2002), feeding ecology has been proposed as the major selective force driving these social differences (Wrangham & Pilbeam 2001). Although chimpanzees and bonobos both feed heavily on fruit and engage in ground feeding on terrestrial vegetation, bonobos may rely more heavily than chimpanzees on terrestrial herbaceous vegetation, a more temporally and spatially consistent food source (Wrangham & Peterson 1996). In doing so, bonobos may avoid some of the risk incurred by chimpanzees in their frugivorous foraging. Bonobos may also have access to larger fruit patches, facing less competition within a given patch than chimpanzees (White & Wrangham 1988), potentially turning fruit patches into safer options as well. Furthermore, chimpanzees, unlike bonobos, hunt monkeys, requiring the investment of extensive time into a risky outcome (Gilby & Wrangham 2007). If a group of chimpanzees captures a monkey, the pay-off is high: colobus meat is rich in calories. Thus, hunting probably represents a risky strategy for chimpanzees.

Given that chimpanzees probably cope with more uncertain food sources in their natural environments, we predicted that they would be more risk prone than...
bonobos in an experimental test of their risk preferences over food. Subjects made a series of choices between one option that always yielded four pieces of food, and another that yielded one piece or seven pieces with equal probability. The expected values of the two options were equivalent, so departures from indifference indicate sensitivity to risk.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

We tested five chimpanzees (three males) and five bonobos (three males) at the Wolfgang Kohler Primate Research Center at the Leipzig Zoo, Germany. Subjects were socially housed by species in similar enclosures. All subjects were born in captivity, were never food deprived, had previously participated in cognitive experiments and had ad libitum access to water (including during testing). All subjects received regular daily feedings of fruits, vegetables and roots, and a weekly feeding of cooked meat, a regimen that was not altered during the testing period (electronic supplementary material and table 1).

Subjects experienced three trial types: choice trials, introductory trials and number-discrimination trials. In choice trials, subjects freely chose between the safe and the risky options. In introductory (forced-choice) trials, only one option was present, familiarizing subjects with the reward contingencies. In number-discrimination trials, subjects saw the reward they would receive from both options.

Subjects were risk seeking (mean $\pm$ s.e. proportion choosing fixed option, 0.36 $\pm$ 0.04), significantly preferring the risky reward ($t(4) = -3.48, p = 0.025$ one sample $t$-test, all reported comparisons are two-tailed). In contrast, bonobos were risk averse (0.72 $\pm$ 0.03), preferring the fixed reward to the risky ($t(4) = 6.40, p = 0.003$).

3. RESULTS

In choices between a fixed and a risky reward option (using choice trials from all sessions), chimpanzees were risk seeking (mean $\pm$ s.e. proportion choosing fixed option, 0.36 $\pm$ 0.04), significantly preferring the risky reward ($t(4) = -3.48, p = 0.025$ one sample $t$-test, all reported comparisons are two-tailed). In contrast, bonobos were risk averse (0.72 $\pm$ 0.03), preferring the fixed reward to the risky ($t(4) = 6.40, p = 0.003$).
diverged with experience rather than converged (figure 2).

Divergent risk preferences may have stemmed from differences in numerical competence. However, both species were highly successful at choosing the larger reward in the number-discrimination trials dispersed throughout experimental sessions (mean ± s.e. proportion correct, chimpanzees, 0.95 ± 0.01; bonobos, 0.94 ± 0.02; t(8) = 0.38; p = 0.71), suggesting that both species could discriminate the options and were motivated to acquire the larger rewards.

4. DISCUSSION

The chimpanzees and bonobos tested here used disparate strategies when confronted with decisions about risk: chimpanzees preferred risky options and bonobos preferred safe options, an effect that was present in nearly every individual. This difference is notable given that the two species share similar general anatomy and life histories. Our results suggest that species-specific feeding ecologies can strongly influence risk preferences. When compared with bonobos, chimpanzees face riskier foraging situations in their natural habitat and may have therefore evolved more risk-prone decision rules. Note that, although not identical, housing and feeding for the two groups were similar, reducing the likelihood that the observed difference results from these factors. Indeed, the divergent risk preferences of these two species is all the more striking given that they are captive animals housed under similar conditions, suggesting that differences result from evolved decision-making strategies and not prior experience (Burke & Fulham 2003). Nonetheless, although there is substantial overlap in the living conditions and testing environments of our target species, we cannot rule out the possibility that these results are due to the experiences, cultures and conditions of the two specific groups tested here.

The risk-seeking behaviour exhibited by chimpanzees is rarely observed among animals and is likely to be maladaptive in many environments. A forager who reflexively chooses risky options may lose too many gambles to successfully survive. Consequently, the most common observed range of risk preferences over gains is indifference or aversion (Kacelnik & Bateson 1996). The chimpanzee strategy, while generally risk prone, may be context specific, lending them flexibility in dealing with their environment. Chimpanzees do show context-specific risk-seeking behaviour by engaging in hunting more often when fruit is plentiful than when it is scarce (Gilby & Wrangham 2007). Overall, the chimpanzees’ behaviour demonstrates that risk proneness may be a more common strategy than usually acknowledged.

Chimpanzee and bonobo risk-sensitive strategies also map directly on to their decisions about delayed rewards. Rosati et al. (2007) assessed these apes’ temporal preferences by offering subjects’ choices between smaller, immediate rewards and larger, delayed rewards. Chimpanzees waited significantly longer than bonobos for the larger rewards. This is particularly relevant for studies of risk because organisms may perceive delayed rewards as risky. Any number of interruptions could affect the outcome of a future reward, associating the risk-seeking preferences with a preference for a delayed reward. Indeed, our results indicate that the more patient chimpanzees are also more risk prone than bonobos, suggesting that they may wait longer for a delayed reward because they are more willing to incur its associated risk.

Altogether, these findings support growing evidence that decision-making environments shape economic preferences. Though humans systematically violate many of the normative principles of economic theory (Tversky & Kahneman 1981), few researchers have considered preferences in relation to the environment in which they evolved (but see Gigerenzer et al. 1999). As humans did not evolve in the context of modern economies, many of our preferences are probably tailored to providing adaptive foraging and other evolutionarily relevant decisions. An evolutionary approach to economic preferences can therefore offer keen insights into the nature of human and animal decision making.

The testing of apes was carried out in accordance with the laws of Germany.
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